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WOLKER is the band of Gert-Jan
Loobuyck from Ghent.
Gert-Jan is self-taught. As a child he
learns to play the drums and the piano
on his own. By the age of ten he is a
guitarist in his very first band.
Still, it isn’t until Gert-Jan hits his teens
that he discovers his true calling in the recording of music. With limited
possibilities and limitless patience he learns how to perfect the sound
and acoustics of a recording in a creative manner.
Wolker takes an atypical approach to making music: drawing inspiration from
the likes of Johann Johansson, Olafur Arnalds and Son Lux, he thrives on feeling
and atmosphere, he builds tension and creates a dynamic with a slightly
melancholic undertone. Indie acts such as Radiohead, Alt-J or Local Natives
also have their place in Wolker’s universe,as illustrated by Situations, a
triumphant indie pop anthem recorded, mixed and mastered from
start to finish in Wolker's own bedroom. The same thing goes for the video and
the artwork.
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Wolker is
Gert-Jan Loobuyck (vocals guitars
bass keys sampling)
Femke Decoene (drums)
genre
indiepop artpop
for fans of
Son Lux Alt-J Local Natives Thom
Yorke

Talking Minds is new proof of Wolker’s enormous talent: edgy ànd melodic,
catchy ànd ingenious at the same time. The superior rolling outro is the coup de grace.
In 2019, drummer Femke Decoene (The Very Very Danger, Juniper) joins the project and makes the
final puzzle pieces fall into one. Femke is the right woman in the right place. With her, Wolker
evolves from a ‘one-man-bedroom project’ to a real band, with its own sound and own face.
Moreover and at once, the duo also impresses live on stage, so it looks that the sky is the limit for
this extraordinary duo.

